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 The manuscript entitled “On the formation of highly oxidized pollutants by autoxidation of
terpenes under low-temperature combustion conditions: the case of limonene and α-
pinene” is the second submission of this work to ACP. The presents an investigation of the
cool-flame autoxidation of the two atmospherically-abundant monoterpenes in connection
with the formation of highly-oxidized molecules under the atmospherically-relevant
conditions.

The author's workload is excellent, and the manuscript is noticeably improved as
compared with the previous submission.  The authors clearly focused on addressing the
previous reviewers' comments and, in connection with the previous criticism, carried out
additional experiments. The presentation and the discussion of the results in the context
of atmospheric chemistry is also noticeably better.

From the technical point of the article is scientifically sound, and methods and
experimental details are presented well. The use of the English language is also
significant.  At the same time, their writing style is still very unfocused, providing too
many experimental details, unnecessary sentences, and repetitions in a number of places.
These should be addressed via further corrections.

 

Line 363 Can the authors discuss the possible causes for such behavior, mechanistically
wise? Are unsaturated molecules (first-generation products is the oxidation of limonene)
more prone to undergo autooxidation?



 

Section 2.1. The authors seem to be discussing their results under the assumption that
no (or almost no) other reaction pathways exist under the experimental conditions used
(cool-flame oxidation), aside from autooxidation. Can such an assumption be properly
justified? If, for instance, OH is generated in the flame, it will generate OH oxidation
products, that will obviously overlap (formulas-wise) with the products generated via dark
ozonolysis in the absence of scavengers.

 

409-410 I would be careful with such definitive statements; the presence of the same
elemental composition does not necessarily mean that these are the same molecules,
observed in the chamber of flow-tube experiments. The same reasoning should be applied
to Table 3.

Table 3. The authors can state that they detected cis-pinonic acid and other compounds
listed only after they obtain a sufficient separation of the isomers detected (which wasn’t
possible) followed by a comparison of the retention time of the standard. This would only
be possible for cis-pinonic acid (without resorting to synthesizing the other molecules
listed) but from the discussion presented in section 4.3.2 it appears that the authors did
not analyze CPA standard.

 

Section 4.3.2. I understand that the motivation behind carrying out LC/MS analyses was
to unambiguously prove that the same molecules (?) are formed from combustion-
initiated autoxidation and from ozonolysis/OH reaction of α-pinene and limonene?
However, this goal was not accomplished, the authors found that compounds with -OH or
-OOH and C=O functionalities are formed via the autooxidation mechanism but did not
show which specific products present in the chamber and field samples are also formed in
their cool-flame oxidation. The LC/MS section, in its current form, does not provide any
more information than the above-discussed DI-MS measurements.

 

 Technical comments:



74-75 Awkwardly phased.

148-149 Please clarify what was measured with HPLC, it is also customary to provide
more column parameters (length, ID, and particle size as well as the manufacturer) and a
more detailed gradient elution program – 5% held for x min then linear gradient too.).
Was eluent A pure water or did it contained any additive to adjust the pH? What
instrument (liquid chromatograph) was used?

151 “Direct infusion”

203-204 Repeated information from lines 167-168

Line 274 participating in autooxidation?

Line 355 In the absence of scavengers, ozonolysis also involves a reaction with the OH.
Some authors use the term “ozone-initiated oxidation”.
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